Amendment to the Subject-Specific Provisions of the Master of Science in Politics, Economics and Philosophy
dated 16 June 2010

On 28 June 2010 the Presidium of Universität Hamburg ratified the amendments to the Subject-Specific Provisions for the Master of Science in Politics, Economics and Philosophy dated 17 June 2009 leading to the Master of Science qualification pursuant to Section 108 subsection 1 of the Hamburg Higher Education Act (HmbHG), which was adopted by the Faculty of Business, Economics and Social Sciences on 16 June 2010 in accordance with Section 91 subsection 2 number 1 HmbHG dated 18 July 2001 (HmbGVBl. page 171) and amended on 8 June 2010 (HmbGVBl. page 431).
Section 1

The Subject-Specific Provisions for the Master of Science in Politics, Economics and Philosophy as subject of a degree program leading to a Master of Science (MSc) as of 17 June 2009 shall be amended as follows:

1. In Section 14 subsection 2 sentence 1, the number “24” shall be replaced with “12.”

2. In Section 14 subsection 2 sentence 1, the following shall be added after the last sentence: “Admission to the master’s thesis must be applied for no later than six weeks after passing the last module examination.”

3. In Section 14 subsection 6 sentence 2, the words “German or” shall be omitted.

4. In the description of Module 1: Methodology and History of Ideas, under “Types of instruction” in line (a) in the brackets, the number “3” shall be replaced with “2.”

5. In the description of Module 2: Philosophy and Economics of Individual and Social Choice, under “Types of instruction” in line (b) in the brackets, the number “3” shall be replaced with “2.”

6. In the description of Module 4: Institutions in Economics and Political Perspective, under “Types of instruction” in line (c) in the brackets, the number “3” shall be replaced with “2.”

Section 2

These Amendments shall become effective on the day after they are ratified by the Presidium of Universität Hamburg. They shall first apply to students commencing their studies in the winter semester 2010/11.

Hamburg, 28 June 2010

Universität Hamburg